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Summary/Description:Death rides upon an evil wind, and Hell follows with him; The Blood
Snake is certainly his weapon, and it is a thirsty weapon thirsty for individual blood. Biblical
Prophecy is playing out inside our daily headlines headlines which change minute by minute,
hour by deadly hour, in fact it is growing clearer with each moving day that the world is simply
not prepared. Sharon K. This is the enemy s strategy. Are you set for the Rider and his Hellish
Companion? Gilbert calls this event the Blood Snake Plague , because Ebola, when gazed
upon through the clarifying zoom lens of an Electron Microscope has a peculiar, linear,
curving, reptilian appearance. This is why the Rider is given authority over the Earth, but God
Himself restricts the enemy s plans and grants him the energy to slay only 1 quarter of all
mankind. This infinitesimally small virus, just 1/100 the thickness of a individual hair, has but
one program: Hijack every human cell and push them to produce more Ebola virions more
blood snakes, which in turn infect more humans until there is not one human left alive. that is
the grim scenario facing the globe today. The enemy desires a bloodbath. Jesus Christ
provides given us prophecy so that we are able to warn others, and He wants us to be
prepared. Are you?
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A Lot of speculation and assumptions The writer is writing at the time of the Ebola outbreak in
Western Africa in 2014. She actually is stating that it's an indicator (along with various eclipses)
of the finish times of the Publication of Revelation. It didn't connect well to her thesis that the
Ebola virus might (might) be a indication of the 4th horseman of "Revelation". Certainly through
the years many different prophets, ministers etc.. The info on the Ebola virus is in fact fairly
accurate. have cited signals that have hardly ever come to move. I understand that. the
appearance (snake-like) of the filiovirus and 2. Sharon Gilbert did her homework and obviously
has the right history for a book such as this.People are so terrified of Ebola because of the
blood. It is a frightening disease. I submitted a whole lot on my blog during the epidemic about
specifics vs. the fear misinformation at the time. I don't believe the author is normally
misinformed -- but I do think she actually is speculating a lot.The other thing that I did so not
like was how the author was too casual in chapter endings (for me personally) Things such as:
Come on and see. The truth is, in terms of numbers, there are several communicable diseases
that eliminate and sicken many more each year than Ebola. She, herself, remarked that
plagues plagues will always be around and probably constantly will be.... Outstanding and
timely blend of the Scientific, the Prophetic and the Prepper This is a brief but comprehensive
consider the current Ebola pandemic since it relates to Bible prophecy. the chance that it
becomes airborne. Great Read Good read. I rarely read a reserve in one seated but I did this
time. It's short, only 119 pages (plus several even more of footnotes and a bibliography), which
may not seem like a good value for some but she covers so much ground. This publication
may possess a "quicky" feel for some, not just because of the space and somewhat repetitive
styles but also because so much of it targets events within the last 90 days in Dallas, TX,
where in fact the largest US Ebola breakout was centered. That would be a shame because
Gilbert covers a whole lot of Ebola (and related pandemic) background and she identifies
Ebola's place in Bible prophecy so well. A book like this can obtain dated very quickly. I came
across it hard to put down..." at the end of every chapter. She writes as well well to need a trick
like this to keep readers moving. A highly suggested addition to the library of anyone thinking
about Ebola (from a historical, medical and biological look at), Bible prophecy, and disaster
prepping. I've no idea why Ms. Really informative, easy to read. Loved it. .. I really like how each
chapter ends with come and find like she is showing you the proof. very much for the fast
delivery of the publication and great package. The book is really interesting Thank you so
much intended for the fast delivery of the book and great bundle. The book is really
interesting. She is a gifted writer blending medical and biological fact, Ebola history, current
events, prophetic scripture and practical preparation ideas into a readable page-turner that is
hard to place down. I specifically liked the last "how exactly to prepare" chapter. Five Stars
great info. loved it Five Stars good book It is well crafted alot of good specifics. It is very
interesting and it'll . that i felt was unnecessary.. The day I got this book I ended up reading it in
one sitting. The one thing I did nothing like was her use of the phrase, "Come and observe. It is
well written alot of good specifics. this book isn't very thick it gives very useful suggestions for
how to encounter another outbreak of Ebola . Gilbert wrote this reserve.. I suspect that she
experienced the necessity to expand her fears that Ebola was the harbinger of the
apocalypse. but other than that it is an excellent book and you can find out somethings from it.
Worth reading! This is a high-quality production for an excellent price. ... It is extremely
interesting and it will keep you reading... While this book isn't very thick it offers very useful
suggestions for how exactly to face another outbreak of Ebola or other pandemic. Ok but a
Pointless Exercise in Fear-Mongering The good. Packed full of information!. Surprisingly, her



details on Ebola virus (without the lurid fiction) were superior to her theological dissertation
(that was outright incorrect in several places). The bad. Loved this. Sharon Gilbert includes a
history in molecular biology and uses it to bear how Ebola may be mention in Revelation.I've a
heard time with this because the Publication of Revelation, like Nostradamus' prophecies are
vague and available to hugely varying interpretations. It didn't progress the reader's
understanding of how to deal with the virus should it hit within their neighborhood or family.
As near as I can figure out, the only real purpose of this reserve is fear-mongering. it's ok I
enjoyed the publication but found it to be Repetitious in a whole lot of area's and sort of
longer winded.My issue with the author's presentation of Ebola as a sign of the Apocalypse is
usually that it's all based on 1. I've engaged in my own doom-saying but I've discovered that
dread without options to cope with the fear is self-limiting..
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